
Letter to go with two rough drafts send it and one carbon to

igir Alfred Faith Theological Seminary send carbon to llan iacae

Dear Al:
Here are two rough drafts of ixtzkxa the two articles you suggested

for the Beacon. They are just rough drafts, there are iay point-3 t e woi'ke
out in the. Use your own judgment as to lengthening them or shortening them
or rearranging them, whatever you think wise. Lf course, I understand they are
to be unsigned articles.

or
There are many points in them which need to be checked,xx; precise

infoatin to be secured REr these I have put a suggestion in parenthesis about
it. it J119st °

I hope that everything is going well Oil the i3eacn and that this material
I have given you about these two will be of value in connection with it.

Cordially yous in Christ

ir. An-us MacPherson
Faith Theo 3eminary
on envelope down in left, ? "Please Forward"

Dear Mr. iacPherson with
The other morning I was - disappointed to have a chance to talk ii you

when you came into the office. I had been working all night and was trying to
rush throuh some last thing before starting out to the Grand Canyoricz. for a
little rest. I barely had a glimpse of you and I had a matter I had to speak
about hurriedly with Mr. Smitly and then hoped that afterwards I would have a
chance for a visit with you. It was disappointing to me to find that you had
gone.




I would likej' to have asked you how you had been feeling lately. I
remember what a time you had with your nerves last fall and I hope that they are
much better now.

Recently I myself had a thorough checkup. De doctor told me that my
health was perfect but that my nerves were becing quite overtired. He urged
that I get away for a good change. It is for that reason that I have come to
the Canyon. I could not. postpone it longer because I must be back fix the
work that remains in getting ready for the fallx;zx of the year.

I have already done a great deal in connection with the plans for the work
this fall. iie are losing some very good men. There are one or two individually
who cannot be replaced. Yet I am confident that the average ability of our faculty
next year will be as high or higher than last year. The Lord has given us access
to some very fine teachers and some very splendid instructors. I have been working
through plans to make the work of the Seminary much more efficient in ever way
than has been the case in the past. I am looking forward to one of the finest years
this next year that the Seminary ii ever has had. Please pray for us that God will
enable us to train men who will be evangelists for Christ and who will be able to
stand with knowledge and with winsomeness for His great cause.

I s sorry to hear that you were asking for a transcript, that you were
thinking of leaving us. I would be glad if you should decide to stay with us
for I believe that we could help you to train to become a real force for our wonderful
Lord.




I must say, however, that I was happy to hear that the oeminary that you
were thinking of transferring to was Dallas. I would hate to think of your going to
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